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Technological determinism? 
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Investments & employment 

•  US: investments in IT grew annually by 20% in 1990 

•  US: employment 2m (1992), 3.5m (2000) 
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Recent Norwegian statistics (SSB) 

Source:	ssb.no	
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Macro =/= micro effects 

•  Macro- but not micro effects and vice versa  

•  ’Productivity paradox’: 

$	 Produc9vity	
+	 -	 ?	

Project	
champion	

Training	
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“[Y]ou can see the computer age everywhere 
except in the productivity statistics” *  

1.  Not automation (qua substitution) 
2.  Complementaries (customer interaction, 

internal communication) 
3.  Transformation 

•  R	Solow	

Brynjolfsson,	E.,	&	HiO,	L.	M.	(2000).	Beyond	computa9on:	Informa9on	technology,		
organiza9nal	transforma9on	and	business	performance.	The	Journal	of	Economic		
Perspec4ves,	14(4),	23-48.	

Barras,	R.	(1990).	Interac9ve	innova9on	in	financial	and	business	services:		
the	vanguard	of	the	service	revolu9on.	Research	policy,	19(3),	215-237.	
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Sociotechnical: use of technology 
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Use/utility/value: functional vs symbolic 

•  Technology used for more than 
utility, purpose 

•  Display outwards 

•  Identity 

•  Fashion, design 
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Ex.: Mobile 

talk 

text 

camera 
music 

calender 

browse 

email 

games 

social media 

news 

gps health/move 
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”Use” of technology 

•  Seen 

•  Touched 

•  Tried 

•  Some use 

•  Used a lot 

•  Used selected functions 

•  Used all functions 

•  In routine use 

… all is ”use” ?! 
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Ex.: possible vocabular ? 

What: purpose, situation 

When: frequency 

What: function 
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”Getting the job done” 

Milkshake 

Source:	C	Christensen	on	ge]ng	the	job	done	
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Designing technology 
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Ex.: payment platforms 

•  Banks:  
–  Accounts/ transactions 
–  Debit cards 

•  Credit card companies 
–  Digitalization of the card 

•  Telecom 
–  Charged as teleservices 

•  Mobile phone 
–  In-app payment 
–  mCash, Vipps, ...  
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ePrescription 

GP	 pharmacy	prescrip9on	
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ePrescription 

NMD	

id	

inventory	

GP	 pharmacy	prescrip9on	
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ePrescription 

vendor	

EPR	

varelisten	

Felleskatalogen	

Fabri6us	
NMD	

id	

inventory	

GP	 pharmacy	prescrip9on	
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Uptake, diffusion of technology 
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S-curve diffusion vs Leapfrog 

Ex.:	Mpesa	
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Critique: no dynamics (artefact) 
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Ex.: Lotus Notes Statoil (1992- ) 

1994 1996 1998 
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10.000 

5.000 
$ 

ISO 9000 

Norne 

As the hull was lowered to the 99m mark, rumbling noises were heard followed by the sound of water  
pouring into the unit. A cell wall had failed and a serious crack had developed, and sea water poured in  
at a rate that was too great for the deballasting pumps to deal with. Within a few minutes the hull began  
sinking at a rate of 1m per minute. As the structure sank deeper into the 220m fjord, the buoyancy chambers  
imploded and the rubble struck the floor of the fjord creating a 3.0 magnitude record in a local seismograph  
station 
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’Liquefaction’: IoT, data science 
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Relevance: data science, IoT 

•  ”Data increasingly self-referential”/ “computational 
rendition of reality” (Kallinikos) 

•  “Algorithmic phenomenon” (Orlikowski) 

•  IoT: referent ! reference 

•  ”synthetic situation” (Knorr Cetina) 
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Sand: physical or digital – or both? 

•  0: physical inspection, tactile, samples 

•  1: sensor: sound or electro-magnetic 

–  False alarms, on- vs offshore operators 

“We	tried	several	approaches,	but	in	the	end	we	landed	upon	the	simplest	way		
of	measuring	sand	content:	that	of	grains	of	sand	flowing	across	the	probe	every	second”.		
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(cont.’ed) 

•  2: trends, not numbers 

”It	[the	informa9on]	was	just	[presented	as]	a	number,	but	what	does	that	number	mean?		
They	needed	to	see	trends,	and	be	aware	of	the	system's	limita9ons.	They	needed	to		
consider	factors	that	affected	the	measurements,	but	which	were	not	sand	related.	So,		
if	they	had	an	alarm,	they	had	to	manually	assess	whether	the	alarm	was	an	actual	incident."		

”I'm	quite	certain	we	have	sand	entering	the	well,”	he	con9nues,	”but	then	I	look	at	the		
down-hole	pressure	here,”	poin9ng	at	a	green	trend	line	ploOed	in	the	same	coordinate		
system.	"I	realize	that	almost	no	fluids	are	streaming	through	the	well.	I	would	normally		
ask	the	control	room	operators	to	choke	down	[that	is,	reduce	the	flow	rate	on	the	well]		
to	prevent	sand	from	damaging	the	produc9on	equipment.	In	this	case,	however,	I	am		
asking	them	to	choke	up.	We	are	dangerously	close	to	a	shut-in	pressure	where	sand	will		
simply	flow	back	down	the	pipeline."		
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(cont.’ed) 

•  3: predictive algorithm 

•  Calibration by tethering simulation to post-hoc 
measurement 

”	We	quickly	realized	that	input	data	comes	with	a	lot	of	uncertain9es.	(…)		
When	the	quality	of	the	input	data	varies	the	visualized	output	is	basically	meaningless.		
So	we	had	to	implement	a	way	of	visualizing	the	input	data,	too."		

”Say	we	monitor	100	wells.	For	80	of	these	wells	this	sand	rate	will	have	no	erosion		
consequence	[that	is:	it	will	not,	within	the	set	9me	period	result	in	erosion	that	is	outside		
safe	levels].	For	these	there	is	no	problem.	But	for	the	remainder	20	wells	erosion	may	be		
an	issue,	and	the	produc9on	engineers	need	to	pay	par9cular	aOen9on	to	them.		
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Platforms & ecosystems 
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A ’platform’ 

•  What is it? 

•  Why does it matter? 
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Elements of a platform ecosystem 

Apps	 Apps	 Apps	 Apps	

Interfaces	

Shared	infrastructure	 Ecosystem	

Environment	

End-users	 End-users	 End-users	

Compe9ng	ecosystem	
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Network externalities 

•  External to user/
technology relation 

•  Tied to network of 
other users 

I	C	T	
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Lock-in 
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•  Same-side vs cross-side effects 

•  Ex.: iOS & Apps (cross-side) 
•  Ex: traffic, cars (same-side) 

Network externalities 

.	.	.	
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Chicken-or-egg 

•  How to bootstrap? 

•  Non-linear effects 
•  Collective action: 1 + 1 = 2 ? 

–  Bandwagon effect 
–  game theory  

•  Ex: crossing a street (non-linearity) 
•  Ex: traffic junction (coordination) 

•  Subsidize? 
•  Ex 1.: Public goods (=platforms) paid by 

government (roads, infrastructure,…) 
•  Ex 2.: cross-side network externalities 
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Evoluton in platforms 

•  Differentiate from competitors 

•  Create value  
–  Valuable? 

–  Rare? 

•  Sustain value  
–  Inimitable? 

–  Non-substitutable? 

•  Resources: capabilities, functionality, user base, apps, patents, 
reputation, .... 
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Ex.: Schlumberger’s Ocean platform 
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Subsidizing: how much, how long? 

•  Pdf: readers for free, premium for editing/ sharing/ 

commenting/.. 

•  Logic of network externalities: size is everything 

•  Facebook ”growth is everything” 

•  Content is king (youtube) 
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Conclusion 
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Learning outcomes 

•  Historic background of ICT/ digitalization 
•  Effects of ICT on employment, investments 
•  Sociotechnical understanding of use, uptake, diffusion of ICT 
•  Conceptualizing platforms and ecosystems 


